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Abstract: Recent days all the activities or work are done in the internet. So the frequencies of cyber security attacks are increasing
rapidly. Intrusion detection system (IDS) is utilized to examine the system and keep attention towards the unauthorized activities
in the network. While monitoring the network large amount of data should be managed and analyzed. To handle that huge
amount of data, Deep learning algorithms predict best performance and increase the true positive measures. This work uses the
KDD Cup99 dataset which consists of 41 features. Deep Neural Networks (DNN) is used as classifier with five hidden layers and
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), sigmoid are activation functions which are used to improve the algorithm performance. By using
this model, 92.5% accuracy and 99.8% true positive rates are obtained.
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INTRODUCTION
Intruders

are

98

which is used to find the unknown attacks with the help
internal

and

external.

Internal

of known or existing patterns but while using this

intruders will be within the organization and External

method false positive rates are high so to overcome this

intruders will be outside the organization. The Network

problem most of the organizations prefer a hybrid

is the source for entering the intruders and intrusions, to

approach that binds misuse and anomaly detection

overwhelm that two safeguard measures are used those

methods [4].

are Intrusion Detection System (IDS) and Firewall. To
configure the Firewall and IDS there are two ways of
placing positions. They are placing before and after the
internet connection is established. For more accurate
attack detection placing the IDS before the internet
connection is considerable as shown in fig1 and fig2 [1].

Fig 1: Role of Firewall based Network

Fig 3: Taxonomy of Intrusion Detection System
In recent days the Deep Learning algorithms are
using mostly and the publicly used benchmark datasets
are mainly focused on Machine Learning algorithms.
Fig 2: Role of an Intrusion detection system based
Network
As shown in fig 3 the intrusion activities the IDS are
divided into the Host-based Intrusion Detection System
(HIDS) and Network-based Intrusion Detection System
(NIDS). An IDS which has the property of network
behavior is called NIDS. The network behavior consists
of network devices such as tapes, switches, routers
which are used to identify the attacks present in the
network traffic. The IDS have some system activities
which are in the form of log files that runs in the local
host system to detect the intrusions is known as HIDS
[2]. To combat the problem of HIDS and NIDS there are
three solutions, one is the misuse detection which is
very accurate for known patterns or signatures to find
out the attacks in the network but cannot find out the
new attacks [3]. The other method is anomaly detection

Deep Learning is the subpart of Machine Learning and
it works on the functioning of brain neurons called
Artificial Neural Networks, Deep Neural Networks,
and Recurrent Neural Networks, etc [5]. Deep learning
algorithms works on two or more hidden layers but in
machine learning algorithms it works on a single
hidden layer only. Compared to Machine learning
strategies the Deep learning algorithms can deal with
big data. By incurring distinct deep learning algorithms
there are various uses to detect the attacks. A
supervised algorithm predicts high accuracy with some
labeled data whereas an unsupervised algorithm
predicts low performance without labeling the data but
it needs high training samples [6]. In hybrid approach
the training samples are less and predict high
performance but implementing the approach is very
complex. Several Cyber security applications such as
Botnet Protection, Attacks and Malware detection are
using these Deep learning strategies and acquire the
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best detection rates as results [7-8]. And also using these

algorithm that is support vector machine and attain

Deep learning algorithms the weight values can change

94.02% detection accuracy, wrapper and filter methods

for the performance of back propagation learning and

are utilized for dataset training.

decreases the cost function [9-10].

Sangkatsanee et.al., [1] have explained a real-time
intrusion detection by machine learning approach. To

LITERATURE REVIEW

classify the attack category, the authors used the

Hindy et.al.[11] have described a taxonomy of
intrusion

detection

with

different

situations

Decision tree algorithm for real-time detection. There

of

are three phases to detect the attack one phase is

intrusions where it occurs in the network and the

Preprocessing (Extracting features), the second phase is

performance measures of intrusion detection and

Classification (Classification result from Decision tree

feature extraction techniques. And also they explained

algorithm) and the third phase is Post-processing

the different types of threats that occurred in which

(Perform Voting for intrusion detection) and the dataset

layer of the network and also represented the use of

used is KDD99. After performing all these phases the

algorithm distribution in pie chart form.

real-time detection rate of the decision tree was 99.2% .

Vinayakumar et.al., [12] have proposed a strategy

Aljawarneh et.al., [16] have used a hybrid efficient

called Deep neural network by using this DNN the test

model to detect the anomaly-based intrusions present in

results of binary class classification and multi class

the network. The hybrid model contains the following

classification are increased for every hidden layer, the

classifiers: J48, Random tree and Ada boost algorithms

hidden layers used are five. They also compared DNN

to gain the test accuracy of detecting the attacks with

results with other techniques like Random Forest,

NSL-KDD dataset and attain 97% accuracy. As of using

Decision Tree, etc with different datasets like KDD99,

a single classifier, the accuracy is less compared to

CICIDS2017, etc and in maximum situations the DNN

hybrid model. By using this hybrid model, they attain

result increases in every performance measures.

more accuracy in Normal, DOS and U2R attacks.

Resende

et.al.,

[13]

have

reviewed

different

Wrapper method is applied for feature extraction.

methods of Random Forest algorithm. Random Forest is

Abdulhameed et.al., [17] have used Deep neural

the Ensemble method which decreases the training

networks and Random forest to detect the intrusions.

duration of the dataset and they also describe different

They explained how these models are working with

attack types in detail. The comparison of different

CIDDS-001 (Coburg intrusion detection dataset-001) by

methods of random forest that describes a type of

preprocessing imbalanced data and training DNN, RF

detection method, problem domain and parameters of

for classification of attacks. By using these techniques,

the algorithm and they also use the feature selection

the results attained are 99.7% accuracy and 0.07 false

method to select the efficient features from the dataset.

positives and 10 features are used for the feature

Khraisat et.al., [14] have reviewed intrusion

selection process.

detection techniques and its challenges to detect the

Ahmim et.al., [4] have used a new hierarchical

attack which is present in the network. They briefly

model to find both misuse and anomaly-based

explain the types of network IDS, detection methods of

intrusions. They described that a single classifier will

IDS and benchmark datasets of NIDS. They also

not give the best accuracy so they used this new model

explained how the machine learning algorithms are

that combines three classifier models namely REP

used for detection intrusion, types of detection

(Reduced Error Pruning) tree, JRip, and RF(Random

strategies and measure the performance of each

Forest). The first classifier is used for preprocessing, the

technique namely detection rate, false-positive rate, and

second method for categorize the connection as normal

accuracies.

or benign, the last classifier is used to detect the attack

Taher et.al., [15] have described a novel supervised

class. CICIDS 2017 dataset which uses the best

technique used to find out the intrusions network IDS.

performance measures and attain 96.6% accuracy and

This ANN strategy uses 2 hidden layers with 17

1.14% false-positive rate and 94.47% overall detection

characteristics of NSL KDD dataset and to gain the

rate.

accuracy rate they proposed a feature extraction
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Liu

et.al.,

[5]

have

explained

the

100

detailed

Mishra et.al., [18] have proposed an ANN(Artificial

information about the taxonomy of intrusion detection

neural network) algorithm, differentiate between both

system for better understanding and define some

misuse and anomaly based detections and give a

differences between both the problems and solutions of

detailed information about the taxonomy of intrusions

intrusion detection system those are network based and

and explained the different features in the dataset and

host based IDS, misuse and anomaly detections for best

compare the flow of genetic algorithm k-means with the

idea about the survey on intrusion detection system

proposed algorithm and attain 97% accuracy with all 41

using deep learning algorithms. They proposed deep

features.

learning algorithms so explained about the taxonomy of
machine

learning

algorithms,

advantages

Padke et.al., [19] have surveyed on different

and

machine learning methodologies based on network

disadvantages of shallow models in machine learning

intrusion detection system and applied on the different

and described the comparison of different deep learning

datasets related to the network connections and

strategies which are applied on the different bench

explained the features in depth and compare the results

mark datasets. And they also illustrate regarding the

with different performance metrics and the algorithms

research on machine learning based intrusion detection

are support vector machine, k-means clustering,

system.

intelligent intrusion detection system, artificial neural

Basnet et.al., [8] have used CSE-CIC-IDS 2018
dataset for cleaning up and preprocessing the records
which consists of

networks and back propagation neural network.
Kaur et.al., [20] have proposed a novel approach for

different features to detect the

detecting the attacks by exploring the ensemble

intrusions, this was the latest dataset using with latest

classifiers in the area of smart grids. Smart grids means

attacks and also used internet of things for detection

they taken one example as smart city, by using the

purpose. As it is the new dataset they briefly explained

wired area network (WAN) the central server will

the features and different frameworks related to the

handle the whole city which includes houses, parks and

deep learning frameworks. Each and every framework

libraries etc with the help of transmission substation

was explained briefly and compared the graphs

and also a control server is also connected to WAN with

associated and also given the information about the

some

research challenges related to the two classification

connected. To take care of this smart city they explored

types

the ensemble methodologies of machine learning

those

are

binary-class

classification

and

multi-class classification.

smart

meters

for

reviewing

the

network

algorithms and show the results in the form of accuracy

Shone et.al., [9] have surveyed on two datasets KDD

and recall as confusion matrix. They applied these

Cup99 and NSL-KDD which are bench mark datasets,

algorithms on different datasets because ensemble

with these data the non-symmetric and stacked

classifier combines different weak classifiers for better

non-symmetric deep auto-encoders is used as training

detecting of attacks.

algorithms for classification. 5-class classification and

Nadiammai et.al., [21] have explained a data

13-class classification are the different classification

mining approach on detection of attacks, evaluate

algorithms applied on KDD cup and NSL- KDD

different clustering approaches on the dataset of KDD

datasets are compared with Deep Belief Networks.

Cup and also explained the features of dataset in detail.

Jamadar

on

The clustering algorithms involved are fuzzy c means,

Networks,

hierarchical clustering and k-means. Out of these

Cloud-based Real time Network based intrusion

algorithms Fuzzy c means clustering attain highest

detection system, firefly algorithm based feature

accuracy applying on the dataset, also give the

selection for Network based intrusion detection system

information about the features involved in that dataset.

Auto-encoders,

et.al.,

[10]

Recurrent

have

surveyed

Neural

used these type of deep learning algorithms for better

Duan et.al., [22] have proposed Random forest

accuracy and the algorithms are trained on different

algorithm which is a machine learning strategy used for

datasets and used feature extraction for best true

detection of network security. The random forest

positive values in the expected results.

algorithm here used as both for training and extraction
of features, first the algorithm used to train the dataset
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that is KDD cup99 and they also proposed a feature

101

Table 1: Features of Dataset

extraction method for increasing the accuracy and to
decrease the false positive rates occurred at the time of
testing. For feature selection the performance measure
used is information gain and by using this extraction
method the accuracy values are increased.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
To implement the proposed algorithm the KDD
Dataset is used as input. The dataset was built with tcp
dump data that consists of 41 features with 4,94,021
records of training dataset and 3,11,029 records of
testing dataset. The features are listed below in Fig 3.1.
After giving the input as dataset, the required python
packages should import for preprocessing the dataset,
and to convert the feature values from string to
numeric.
The proposed Deep learning algorithm uses Keras,
Tensor Flow packages. There are some packages like
sklearn.model_selection which is used for splitting the
training dataset, testing dataset and also useful for
converting the string values to numeric or floating
values. The package keras.layers used for defining and
embedding the network model as sequential and add
the required dense, dropout features, initializing the
input dimensions and defining the activation function
as ReLU with sigmoid function.
ReLU(Rectified Linear Unit): ReLU is used for
vanishing gradient boost problem when training the
neural network with the back propagation method and
it is faster than the non-linear unit. For optimizing the
configurations two features are used those are loss and
optimizer.
There are two callbacks are also available to fit the
model. Both Check Pointer and CSV_Logger are used to
monitor

and

compile

the

optimizer

for

model

configuration.

Figure 4: Flow Chart of the Proposed Algorithm
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From the Fig 4, we can say that the flow of a
proposed approach. First take the input as dataset and
monitor that which is the form of packets because it
works on network layer. After capturing the packets we
should recognize the sender, receiver, number of bytes
transferring from source to destination and protocol
type. Protocol type which defines the connection
protocol is either tcp, udp and icmp, the time taken for
transferring the packet is also necessary when the
connection is established.
They

are

some

other

specifications

while

transferring they are, how many urgent packets are
available, wrong fragments, failed login attempts,
duration of connection in seconds etc this information is

Figure 5: Architecture of Deep Neural Networks (DNN)

called as packet analyzing. That analyzed packets will

At last the output layer will give two values those

take as input for anomaly detection of intrusion

are loss and accuracy. These loss and accuracy values

detection system then with the help of dataset the

will get through the epochs. Loss value is predicted

machine learning algorithm is trained. By default we

based on the feature of cross entropy. An epoch is a

have the dataset i.e., existing patterns in the database.

hyper parameter which works number of times like

Through the existing patterns the algorithm will trained

cycles on the algorithm by taking input as dataset. This

and it recognizes the intrusion and non-intrusion

proposed algorithm uses 10 epochs in each layer. Each

activities or attack and benign. After training the

epoch produces the loss and accuracy values for all 10

algorithm with deep neural networks the testing

epoch values in each layer. These training epoch values

process starts. They are three ways for identifying the

are given for testing and that test case predicts the

intrusions. If the new connection shows the matching

confusion matrix as accuracy, precision, recall and

then we can recognize it is an intrusion or not, if not

f1-score values of the algorithm for each layer.

matched permission is granted for allowing into the
system, it didn’t show either this two options then we

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

can say that it is a non secure connection.

Performance Measures:

Deep Neural Networks (DNN):
Deep Neural Networks (DNN) is one of the deep
learning algorithms with five layers those are input
layer, output layer and three hidden layers. DNN uses
the back propagation strategy for giving the best
accuracy and less false positive rates. Before giving the
dataset as input first preprocess the dataset while
preprocessing the data the string values are changed to
floating values, that preprocessed data is given as input
to the input layer. The output from the input layer is
given to first hidden layer and the process is continued
till the last hidden layer that is fifth hidden layer values
are given to output layer. The output layer values are
calculated using sigmoid activation function ReLU from

The Performance measures are more important in
machine learning algorithms based on intrusion
detection systems to predict statistical values.
TP (True Positive): Number of correctly detected
intrusions.
FP (False Positive): Number of incorrectly detected
intrusions.
TN (True Negative): Number of correctly detected
non-intrusions.
FN (False Negative): Number of incorrectly
detected non-intrusions.
Accuracy: Total number of correctly detected
intrusions to the total number of all intrusions.
Accuracy =

TP+TN

Fig 5.
TP+TN+FP+FN
TPR (True Positive Rate) or Precision: Total number of
true positives to a true positive and false positive.
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TP
TP+FP

Recall: Total number of True positive to the total
number of positives (True Positive and False Negative).
Recall =

TP
TP+FN

F1 score: Harmonic mean of precision and recall.
F1 score =

2TP
2TP+FP+FN

Table 2: Test Results for Deep Neural Networks
Method

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1
score

DNN

1

0.923

0.996

0.907

0.950

2

0.924

0.998

0.908

0.950

layer
DNN
layer
DNN

Fig 7: Graph for Precision of DNN algorithm
3

0.913

0.998

0.894

0.943

4

0.924

0.998

0.908

0.951

5

0.925

0.998

0.909

0.951

layer
DNN
layer
DNN
layer

Fig 8: Graph for Recall of DNN algorithm

Fig 6: Graph for Accuracy of DNN algorithm
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